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Abstract. Neuron Network simulation has arrived as a methodology to
help one solve computational problems by mirroring behavior. However,
to achieve consistent simulation results, large sets of workloads need to
be evaluated. In this work, we present a neural in-memory simulator
capable of executing deep learning applications inside 3D-stacked mem-
ories. With the reduction of data movement and by including a simple
accelerator layer near to memory, our system was able to overperform
traditional multi-core devices, while reducing overall system energy con-
sumption.
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1 Introduction

Neuron simulation has become a popular tool used to try to reproduce human
brain’s behavior, and a resource used to solve problems that require a learn-
ing capability from the system. For a given neuron in a Neural Network (NN),
its Natural Time Step (NTS) defines the maximum time it has to read data
from its neighbors, operate over input data, and output the resulted computa-
tion to subsequent neurons. Currently, the NTS for an Inferior-Olivary Nucleus
(ION) neural arrangement is 50us [1]. To keep up with system constraints, to-
day neural simulators aim to explore available application parallelism by using
HPC devices, usually composed of a mix of multi-core processors [2], GPU de-
vices [3], and accelerator units based on FPGAs [4]. However, those setting are
highly expensive and not energy efficient. A significant part of system energy
consumption comes from data movement throughout the whole system [5]. For
a neuron, data from its neighbors travel throughout the entire memory system
until it gets to the computational target core. Therefore, a neuron simulation
system presents a small rate of memory reuse, since only data from a single
layer would be useful for other neurons. This almost data-streaming behavior,



intrinsic of neuron simulators, motives moving computational resources closer to
the memory system.

Processing-in-Memory (PIM) aims to reduce system consumed energy and
improve performance by including computational units inside or close to mem-
ory elements [6]. Several commercial 3D-stacked memories are available in the
market nowadays, as Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [7], and High Bandwidth
Memory (HBM) [8]. We have chosen to work with HMC memory because it
has a concise public documentation, and also because it is technologically in-
dependent of any DRAM implementation. In the latest HMC specification [7],
one device is composed of four high-speed serial links, a logic layer of 32 vault
controllers, and four layers of DRAM memories connected via TSV through the
vault controller. A single HMC device can provide a total bandwidth up to 320
GB/s.

In this work, we proposed a PIM reconfigurable accelerator implemented in-
side a HMC that can simulate biologically meaningful neural networks of consid-
erable size. We highlight two distinct neuron’s model, one proposed by Hodgkin-
Huxley [9], and another by Izhikevich et. al. [10], since both works present a
complete and well accepted neural model, yet being different in structure and
complexity. The Neuron In-Memory (NIM) mechanism presented is capable of
simulating up to 12288 neurons inside the NTS of 50us.

2 NIM: A Neuron in Memory Approach

In a generic NN architecture, each network layer is composed of several neurons,
which are connected throughout a fixed number of layers. In each layer, a given
neuron receives data from previous layers, and potentially from the external
world. This structure exposes both the available parallelism between neurons
from a single layer, as also the computational demand required for simulating
about the number of neurons per layer. One can notice that all neuron’s in-
put parameters can be arranged in a vector structure, positioning each neuron
parameter in sequential order. This arrangement enables to execute vector op-
erations over NN data. Also, the vector structure can be exploited directly by
HMC devices, both by taking advantage of its internal parallelism, as also by
implementing a PIM module, which can provide acceleration to NN applications.

Figure 1 shows in black boxes our mechanism distributed among HMC vaults.
Our work is based on the device presented in [11], which implements an HMC
accelerator capable of vector operations over up to 8KB chunks of data, and
it can also be reconfigured to work with different ranges of data as the work
proposed by [12]. However, due to the particularity of NNs applications, minor
changes in the [11] mechanism were necessary to accomplish the proposed tasks.

2.1 Computation: Minor Changes

The work presented in [11] provides plain Functional Units (FUs) capable of
computing data directly from main memory. In our work, more complex FUs
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Fig. 1: NIM mechanism overview.

have been implemented to execute NN task-intensive operations, such as expo-
nentiation and division, which can be reconfigurable at runtime. Our mechanism
operates at a frequency of 1 GHz. It is composed of 2,048 functional units (in-
teger + floating-point), and a small register file with 8 x 16 registers of 32 bits
each per vault. The integer FUs have a latency of 1 cycle for ALU, three cycles
for multiplication, 20 cycles for the division, and ten cycles for exponentiation.
For the floating-point FUs, the latencies are five cycles for ALU, five cycles for
multiplication, 20 cycles for the division, and 18 cycles for exponentiation.

We also included support to perform fast vector elements operation. [11]
counts with up to 64 FUs per HMC vault. Thus, all its FUs could be accessed
in parallel to execute a single vector addition. Nevertheless, the original register
file does not allow such operation, since each process occurs between different
registers. To avoid a slow execution that would be constituted by a sequence
of SHIFT and ADD commands, [11] data path was modified to execute intra-
register operations, and a new SUM instruction was added to [11] ISA. One
single vector operation unit can have different ranges of elements, from 64B to
256B.

Also, to schedule a given NN into our device, we simply travel through the
neuron parameters’ vector, placing each element evenly between memory banks,
in an interleaving fashion.

3 Experimental Methodology and Evaluation of NIM

This section describes all performed experiments and its following results. To
better understand all presented results, it is important to notice that the total
number of neurons simulated in a NN is equivalent to the product of the number
of neurons per layer N/L by the total number of layers L.
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Fig. 2: Izhikevich Equations - 50us Results

3.1 Methodology

To evaluate our work, we have made use of a cycle-accurate HMC simulator
[13]. We aimed to simulate the maximum number of neurons while respecting
the 50us NTS. Besides, we investigated how many neurons our device was able
to simulate in a more relaxed time window of 1ms. At both sets of experiments,
we considered as the best configuration result the total number of neurons that
could fit its simulation time window, while taking into account a tolerance factor
of 3% for 1ms experiments, and 1% for 50us.

The baseline considered was inspired by Intel SandyBridge processor micro-
architecture. The SandyBridge is configured with up to 8 cores and AVX2 in-
struction set capabilities (512 bits of operands per core), and in all cases, the
main memory used was a HMC device.

3.2 Performance Results

Izhikevich Application: Figure 2 depicts the results for NNs using Izhikevich
equations. As the amount of N/L increases, the number of connections between
neurons at different layers grows, therefore requiring more computational power
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Fig. 3: Izhikevich Equations - 1ms Results
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Fig. 4: Hodgkin-Huxley Equations - 50us Results

from the system. During simulation, our NIM mechanism was able to simulate
up to 12288 neurons within the 50us NTS (64 N/L, 192 L). In contrast, for
the same configuration, the baseline spent almost x2 more time than our NIM
device. It is important to notice that for a small number of N/L, the baseline
system performed better than our device. That happened because of two main
factors. First, the baseline’s CPU cores could execute instructions twice as fast as
our NIM device. Second, and more important, the number of N/L is responsible
for the amount of parallelism available. With more parallelism, a bigger array
composed of neuron’s input parameters can be sent to out device, thus providing
data for more FUs to operate upon (an ideal array size would be of 8 KBytes,
where all FUs would be operating).

Figure 3 shows the simulating results for the more relaxed scenario. When
the time limit ranges to 1ms, the performance of the NIM mechanism showed
the same behavior for N/L configured with up to 32 neurons. However, when
the NN is configured with more than 64 N/L, the number of layers becomes less
significant. The baseline can represent a maximum of 131072 neurons (64 N/L,
2048 L) while our NIM mechanism is capable of simulating the same amount
of neurons at half the baseline time. For 1ms, the NIM simulated up to 262144
neurons in total (64 N/L, 4096 L).
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Fig. 5: Hodgkin-Huxley 1ms Results.
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Fig. 6: Hodgkin-Huxley Energy Results

Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) Application: Figure 4 shows the results for the HH
model with the time limit of 50us for both the baseline processor and for our
mechanism. For a small number of N/L, the baseline showed a better perfor-
mance than our device because of the little amount of parallelism available in
the network. However, with more parallelism available, NIM achieves a better
result. Within 50us NTS, the baseline can simulate up to 2304 neurons (32 N/L,
72 L). In contrast, within the same time, our device can simulate up to 2560
neurons (64 N/L, 40 L).

Figure 5 illustrates that the operational frequency of the baseline impacts
the total number of neurons simulated. For the 1ms experiments, the baseline
could simulate up to 65536 neurons (32 N/L, 2048 L), while at the best NIM
configuration our device was able to simulate 49152 neurons (64 N/L, 768 L).

3.3 Energy Consumption

To measure system energy consumption, we used the McPat [14] tool, configured
to use 32nm technology for both systems. We have chosen to estimate energy
consumption for HH applications since their results showed a more heterogeneous
scenario. We compared the baseline and NIM configurations that represented the
maximum number of neurons simulated in each case.

Figure 6 depicts the percentage of energy consumed by our system when
compared to the baseline. One can notice that the amount of N/L impacts the
energy reduction our system can provide. For NNs with more N/L, our device
mitigates unnecessary data movement from main memory to cache devices, since
more N/L represent less data reuse. In contrast, increasing the number of layers
reduces NIM impact over energy consumption, once that the number of hit access
at cache memories will increase.

4 Related Work

In this section, we list several works that aim to simulate NNs. Each work tar-
gets distinct neuron models and networks topologies, making it not possible to



compare the presented work directly with others. However, our evaluation metric
(number of neurons in determined simulation time) can be used to approximate
our gains over previous ones. We have classified the presented related works into
four categories: GP-based, GPU-based, FPGA-based, and PIM-based.

In the first class, one could find works as [15] and [2]. Despite the large
processing capability provided by these works, they both suffer from the same
issue: neuron communication. In those cases, it is not possible to simulate NN
within the natural time step.

[3] is an example of GPU-based neuron simulators. However, the timing con-
straint needed to represent biologically accurate NN on a large scale is a challenge
for GPUs. Besides, GPUs are inefficient regarding energy and power.

In the third category, one could fit an extended number of works, as [4],
[16], and [17]. Even though using dedicated hardware to simulate large NN is an
effective approach, it is not as flexible as the other ones cited here.

Finally, similarly to our work, [18] aims to accelerate deep learning appli-
cations by exploiting PIM capabilities. In their work, the authors present an
architecture composed of four HMC devices incremented with CPU and GPU
modules at their logic layer. Even though [18] achieved good results, their module
is computationally expensive, and it is not energy efficient as our device.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented Neuron In-Memory (NIM), a computational mech-
anism able to simulate large Neural Networks (NNs). Our work is based on the
vector processing capabilities extracted from NN applications that can be imple-
mented directly in memory, taking advantages of the broad bandwidth available
in modern 3D-stacked memory devices. To conclude, the presented NIM module
is capable of simulating NN of significant sizes in an embedded environment.
When compared with traditional multi-core environments, our mechanism pro-
vides system acceleration for large NN, while reducing overall energy consump-
tion. In future works, we aim to extend our device to enable networks with layers
of different sizes, thereby reducing data movement in small NN topologies.
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